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South India and in Gujrat and the results achieved have been considerable. The
campaign has attracted international attention. Mr. Rajagopalchar has become the
secretary of the Prohibition League of India and is editing their quarterly magazine
"Prohibition."
8.	The campaign for the removal of untouchability has   been in charge of SyL
Jamnalal  Bajaj  who ha* worked strenuously in its behalf.   Public opinion is every-
where being roused in favour of the removal of the disabilities   of the classes which
have for long been suppressed.    Many well-known temples, wh'rch would  not admi:
these classes, have now been thrown open to them.   The Committee has also succee-
ded in   opening out numerous wells and schools to these suppressed classes.    Many
municipalities are co-operating in this work.   The Secretary of the Committee,  Syt.
Jamnalai Bajaj, toured extensively, in Madras, Central Provinces,  Rajputana, Sine!,
Kashmir, Punjab, and the N. W. Frontier Province.
The effect of the propaganda for the removal of untouchability has been twofold.
The so-called higher castes have been induced in some measure to give up the exclu-
siveness which they had for long jealously kept, and the suppressed classes have
become self-conscious and assertive of their rights. In some places, where the de-
mand from the latter for a removal of their disabilities has not met with an adequate
response, friction has arisen and "Satyagraha" or some kind of passive resistance has
been threatened. The tension that prevailed for some time during the year has eased
a little now. It is clear that untouchability and other social disabilities which certain
classes have suffered from are doomed and cannot last much longer.
9.	The Committee for Congress reorganisation submitted its report early in the
year.   In view of the action contemplated next year great  importance was attached
to the question of organisation and the subject was fully considered by the  Working
Committee.and the A. I. C. C    The Working Committee directed an audit and  ins-
pection of all Provincial Committees. This has been carried out in the case of nearly
all the P. C. Cs.
 10.	The A, I. C. C. at its meeting held in Bombay in May last called upon  Pro-
vincial Committees to respond to the campaign of repression   ^hich the British
Government was carrying on all over the country by recognising the provinces  and
enrolling at lease one quarter per cent of the total population as original members by
the 3ist August.    At this meeting the A. I. C. C. also drew up a number of rules to
enable disciplinary action to be taken against committees or individuals who deliber-
ately act against the declared policy of the Congress.
 11.	Strenuous efforts were made by the provinces to fulfil the quotas of member-
ship allotted to them under the A. L C. C. resolution but many  P. C, Cs. did not
succeed.   The success attained however was notable.   Many provinces had to con-
tend against extraordinary difficulties—famine conditions, unprecedented floods and
epidemics—apart from the repressive measure of the government.   In view of   these
difficulties the A. I. C. C. waived the penalty for non-fulfilment of the quota.
 12.	The membership figures for the  different provinces with their quotas are
given below :—
province	quota.	members enrolled
 1.	Ajmer	1,120	14,594
 2.	Andhra	35»923	23,685
 3.	Assam	8,337                                	
 4.	Behar	72,588	90^25
 5.	Bengal	1^4,413	93,38$
4   Berar                                              7,688	7,688?

 7.	Banna	2*000	I,9O4
 8.	C. P. Hindustani	20,505	28,827
9.	C. P. Marathl	6,586	11,651
^o.	Bombay	17,000	12,689
 11.	Delhi	6*954	6,071
 12.	Gujrat	7*396	171807
 13.	Kamatak	I3>654	13,092
 14.	Kerala	7,747	3,380
 15.	Maharashtra	21,542	26,499
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